See Clearly

DOVER FUELING SOLUTIONS

The ClearView
Solution

TM

What if you could
see everything?
We are here to tell you that you can. The ClearViewTM solution is the complete wetstock
management package, designed to help fuel retailers lower operational costs and improve profit
margins, while also maintaining compliance regulations. Using advanced reconciliaton techniques,
the ClearView solution can quickly detect instances of fuel loss (including theft), poorly calibrated
meters and short deliveries, giving you increased control over your inventory and peace of mind.

Subscribe now and reap the rewards
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The ClearView solution suits all fuel retailers, from small independents right through to multinational oil companies, who wish for precise fuel monitoring that can improve their business
profitability. The system gives you an unprecedented level of visibility and understanding, from the
delivery right through to the customer’s vehicle.
The ClearView solution can identify issues of:
Leaks
Theft

Fraud
Water Ingress

Delivery Shortages
Meter Error

ClearView solution analysts are available to provide expert
support and advice if any issues arise on-site, offering guidance
to make sure that a resolution is reached before the issue
becomes a problem.

The ClearView Solution Key Features
Wetstock Performance and Focus Management
The ClearView solution offers a range of performance reports, including
reconciliation, site performance (by network, site, grade and tank) and
delivery history.

Automatic Tank Gauge (ATG) Alarm Management Service
The ClearView solution monitors a vast range of gauge alarms, including
water, overfill, sensors, low inventory, extreme loss and ATG faults.

Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR) Monitoring
A core part of the ClearView solution is our SIR analysis. We deliver both
weekly and monthly SIR reports, historical SIR status reports and offer
follow-up on ‘SIR Fail/Inconclusive’ investigations.

Delivery Reconciliation Service
Our delivery reconciliation service helps you to effectively manage your
logistics. You can run delivery matching reports and are instantly notified
to unmatched and missing deliveries. The service also offers delivered
temperature analysis.
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Introducing the ClearView
solution dashboard

TM

The ClearView solution dashboard is the complete, real-time online fuel monitoring platform,
which gives you all of the information you need to manage your inventory and facilities from any
web-enabled device. The intelligent software gives you the power to detect shrink, quickly spot
fraud or theft, determine meter error and find leaks faster than ever before.

Introducing ClearViewTM solution dashboard powered by Dover Fueling Solutions

Complete insight

Accurate information

Intelligent data

into your inventory &
fueling assets.

delivered instantly to
your fingertips

improves understanding
of your inventory

Cost-effective solution
saves you time & improves
profit margin

With the ClearView solution, you can see everything you need to reduce costs, drive down losses,
gain peace of mind, maximize return on investment and grow your business.
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The management tools you need...
The ClearView solution dashboard is completely customizable and can be populated with different
elements, depending on the users’ roles and responsibilities.
Sudden Loss
React to potential tank leaks and theft and
ensure that any fuel losses are minimized

Connectivity
Be notified when site equipment loses
connectivity with the ClearView solution

Nozzle Flow Rate
Be alerted to user-defined flow rates that could
affect the customer experience

Low Inventory
Observe tank inventory levels and order
fuel in good time

Nozzle Utilization
Track which nozzles are out of action and
view their daily usage

Reports
Generate site or network-specific reports and
easily download copies for your records

Water
Monitor water alarms and react to sudden
water ingress

So, what will it do for me?
Identify weak points in your business
Aid predictive maintenance
Help to prevent dispenser downtime
Lower operational costs
Improve logistics
Centralize business management
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Visibility is Power

Why not give us a call and
speak with a specialist today?
+1 972 497 9002
For more information, go to
www.doverfuelingsolutions.com/ClearView
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